LEVEL 2
Micrographia
Gallery 35
Get inspired by surprising beauty in
flies and fleas.Look at images drawn
by Robert Hooke. He was a scientist,
artist, inventor, & architect. Sit down,
get inspired and make your own
micrographia drawings.
Palm reading and Tarot Cards with
Dee Vyner
Gallery 39
Take a dip into the divinatory arts for
a small glimpse into your future.
Swinging Molly folk band
Gallery 43
Swinging Molly folk band is made
up of musicians well-known around
Oxfordshire. From fiddles to keyed
instruments they know how to fill
a room with music, specialising
in instrumental tunes from the
seventeenth century from 8–10.00.
Living Painting by William Dobson
with Past Pleasures
Gallery 44
Join us back in 1644; William Dobson
has just completed an ambitious
triple portrait of Charles I’s dashing
nephew, Prince Rupert of the Rhine,
with two close friends. His wife rubs
her hands with glee at the thought
of the increase of commissions and
patronage now the Court are living
in their city, but the artist’s mind is on
higher matters from 8.30–10.00.

Christian and Eaton’s Dragprov
Revue
Gallery 46
Christian Adore and Eaton Mess
are a drag cabaret duo, turning your
suggestions into improvised musical
comedy right before your eyes. For
one night only, they’re dusting off
their breeches and bodices for a
special 17th Century edition of their
Dragprov Revue at 8.00 & 9.00.

LEVEL 4
Snacks and drinks will be served
in the Rooftop Restaurant along
with a fun 17th Century Oxford Quiz.
Listen to Decadent Times DJs taking
on Baroque music mixed with closer to
home 1980s tunes, from 8.00–10.00

Who was Elias Ashmole? Well, you
might have met him when you arrived
this evening! Elias Ashmole was a
lawyer and antiquary who came to
possess the original collection of
curiosities on the death of their owner,
John Tradescant. Recognising their
educational value, Ashmole presented
them to Oxford University for the
establishment of a public museum
in 1683.
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7.00–10.30pm
Oxford’s Weekend Starts Here...

COMING
SOON

ONE WORLD FESTIVAL

SAT 18–SUN 19 NOV 11AM–4PM

Be transported back to the 1600s with a modern
twist. Tour our new gallery with Mr Ashmole &
discover 17th C DJ remixes, pop-up talks, playful
artistic activations & hands-on workshops.
www.ashmolean.org/livefriday
Supported by:

The Linbury Trust

Follow us
@AshmoleanMuseum

ABOUT TONIGHT
Join our weekend festival
celebrating the Ashmolean’s
early collections and our founder
Elias Ashmole, who opened the
museum in 1683. Tour the brand
new gallery “The Ashmolean
Story” detailing the history of
the Ashmolean as the world’s
first public museum. We are
celebrating Elias Ashmole’s 400th
birthday year in 17th C style.
Be transported back to the 1600s
during the festival weekend with
period theatre, talks, quizzes
and music. You might even
meet Mr Ashmole!

LEVEL -1
Basketry Workshop
Education Centre
Make a cordage wristband, from
English Rush, to take away with you.
You’ll learn how string is made using
this traditional basketry plant. This
activity is suitable for all.
Tradescant collection slideshow &
Storytelling
Atrium
Join Mistress Bentham for a selection
of silly English folk tales, dragons,
ogres and outlaws, to terrify, titillate
and entertain you!
At 7.45, 8.20, & 9.00
Boldwood Folk Music
Atrium 7.00–7.45 & 9.30–10.15
Meet Elias Ashmole &
John Tradescant Jr. traveller,
collector and explorer.
TALK: The Garden of Antiquities,
Oxford’s Outdoor Museum with
Dr Alison Pollard at 8.00. Gallery 2
Handling table of leathers & quills
Gallery 3
Café & Restaurant
Snacks and drinks will be served in the
Café and Rooftop Restaurant, along
with a fun 17th Century Oxford Quiz.
Listen to Decadent Times DJs taking
on Baroque music mixed with closer
to home 1980s tunes.

LEVEL G
Passamezzo music & Renaissance
Footenotes dancers
Gallery 21, 7–7.45, 8–8.45 & 9–9.45

Stargazing with Abingdon
Astronomical Society
Forecourt (weather permitting)

-1

Founding Objects Trail
Information desk
Lightning Talks Hotspot
Gallery 14
19.30 Dennis Duncan “Index
Wars:Nit-pickers vs Windbags“
At the end of the seventeenth century,
a spat between rival academics turned
nasty. What was initially a row about
ancient Greek soon spilled into an
attack on the Royal Society, then into
politics and literature. All the while the
conflict took place in the most discreet
of places: the book index.
8.00 Matthew Craske “The
Garden of Antiquities” When it
first opened, the new Ashmolean had
a collection of Greek and Roman art
outside its walls, but why?
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8.30 William Poole “Ashmolean:
The First Oxford Museum(s)”
What did the first Ashmolean Museum
look like when it opened on Broad
Street in 1683?
9.00 Stijn Van Rossem
“Early-modern printers at work”
Johannes Gutenberg was voted the
man of the millennium; the printing
press was chosen as the best invention
of all time. Still we do not know a lot
about how printers organised their
workshop. Thanks to unique material
found in Belgian archives, we now
have an insight into how early-modern
printers organised their work.
Masquerade Mask Making
Gallery 18

LEVEL 1
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Play Whist with Baroque Music
Gallery 30
Gather a group of four or team up with
strangers for this simple but skilful
game and be entertained by beautiful
Baroque Music
Wig Emporium and Photo booth
Gallery 31
Try on one of our wigs and transform
into a Baroque Beauty or Science
Siren.

Your ticket entitles you to all of the events tonight,
although some performances have limited capacity.
Please arrive early to avoid disappointment.

